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Abstract—Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) becomes
tractable in polynomial time with unique solution under
separability assumption, which postulates all the data points
are contained in the conical hull of a few anchor data points.
Recently developed linear programming and greedy pursuit
methods can pick out the anchors from noisy data and
results in a near-separable NMF. But their efficiency could
be seriously weakened in high dimensions. In this paper, we
show that the anchors can be precisely located from lowdimensional geometry of the data points even when their
high dimensional features suffer from serious incompleteness.
Our framework, entitled divide-and-conquer anchoring (DCA),
divides the high-dimensional anchoring problem into a few
cheaper sub-problems seeking anchors of data projections
in low-dimensional random spaces, which can be solved in
parallel by any near-separable NMF, and combines all the
detected low-dimensional anchors via a fast hypothesis testing
to identify the original anchors. We further develop two noniterative anchoring algorithms in 1D and 2D spaces for data
in convex hull and conical hull, respectively. These two rapid
algorithms in the ultra low dimensions suffice to generate a
robust and efficient near-separable NMF for high-dimensional
or incomplete data via DCA. Compared to existing methods,
two vital advantages of DCA are its scalability for big data, and
capability of handling incomplete and high-dimensional noisy
data. A rigorous analysis proves that DCA is able to find the
correct anchors of a rank-k matrix by solving O(k log k) subproblems. Finally, we show DCA outperforms state-of-the-art
methods on various datasets and tasks.
Keywords-Nonnegative matrix factorization; separability assumption; divide-and-conquer; big data; conical hull; anchor
points; random projection; matrix completion

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [1], [2] decomposes a data matrix X 2 Rn⇥m
containing n nonnegative m+
dimensional data points {xi }ni=1 in the form of X = F W ,
where F 2 Rn⇥k
and W 2 Rk⇥m
are also two nonnegative
+
+
matrices and usually k ⌧ min(n, m). The rows of W are
composed of k nonnegative basis vectors representing all
the samples, while the n rows of F are nonnegative weight
vectors encoding the n data points into conical combinations
of the basis vectors. The nonnegativity of both F and W
often results in more natural and interpretable part-based
decomposition than other low-rank matrix factorizations [3],
where the intrinsic parts extracted from W are usually sparse

and reveals how a composite data point is generated. As a
consequence, NMF has been broadly applied to numerous
practical problems, such as text topic modeling, signal separation, social networks, collaborative filtering, dimension
reduction, sparse coding and feature selection. Nonetheless,
the theoretical properties of its solutions remained unclear
for a long period until recently, and almost all the practical
NMF algorithms [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10] rely on
heuristics of alternating minimizing reconstruction error
min

F 2Rn⇥k
,W 2Rk⇥m
+
+

D(X, F W ),

(1)

and cast the factorization into non-convex programming,
where D(·, ·) is a distance metric between two matrices.
A. Separable Nonnegative Matrix Factorization

The lack of rigorous analysis is the result of a fact that
NMF is NP-hard [11] and highly ill-posed in its original
form, because, in this case, the problem is computationally
prohibitive, and neither uniqueness nor correctness guarantee
can be made on its solution. It is therefore necessary to
impose additional assumptions on the data points and reduce
the original NMF to a tractable problem, meanwhile the
generality of NMF is expected to be maintained maximally.
An early effort is made in [12], which gave a separability
assumption, under which the uniqueness of NMF solution
can be achieved. Given the geometric concepts of (convex)
cone, conical hull, simplex and convex hull, the separability
assumption can be defined both geometrically and algebraically.
Definition 1: (Cone, conical hull, simplex, convex hull)
A (convex) cone is a non-empty convex set that is closed
with respect to conical combinations of its elements. In
particular, given a set of points R = {ri }ki=1 , which is
comprised of k generators (rays) ri 2 Rm , a cone cone(R)
can be defined by
( k
)
X
cone(R) =
↵i ri ri 2 R, ↵i 2 R+ .
(2)
i=1

And cone(R) is the conical hull of R. Analogically, a
simplex is a non-empty convex set that is closed with respect
to convex combinations of its elements. In particular, given

a set of points V = {vi }ki=1 , which is comprised of k
generators (vertices) vi 2 Rm , a simplex (V ) can be
defined by
( k
)
k
X
X
(V ) =
↵i vi vi 2 V, ↵i 2 R+ ,
↵i = 1 . (3)
i=1

i=1

And (V ) is the convex hull of V . Hence, simplex defined
by a convex hull is a special case of cone defined by a
conical hull.
Definition 2: (Separability assumption) All the data
points in X reside in a conical hull of R, which is a subset
A ✓ [n] of data points in X. Geometrically, the separability
assumption is
8i 2 [n], xi 2 cone (XA ) , XA = {xi }i2A .

Algebraically, separability assumption means

Ik
X = F XA , ⇧F =
F0

(4)

(5)
(n k)⇥k

where Ik is a k-by-k identity matrix, F 0 2 R+
, and
⇧ is a row permutation matrix.
In separability assumption, the data points in XA are extreme rays of the cone cone(XA ) because none of them, or
their generators, can be expressed by conical combinations
of other elements in cone(XA )1 . In addition, cone(XA ) is
finitely generated because all the elements in X are conical
combinations of a finite set XA . It is also pointed because
its nonnegativity does not allow it containing both a vector x
and x. According to a basic law [13]: a finitely generated
and pointed cone cone(R) possesses a finite and unique set
of extreme rays R, and cone(R) is the conical hull generated
by these extreme rays R, so we immediately obtain the
uniqueness of solution. Note in this case, the original NPhard NMF problem is reduced to finding the k extreme rays
(or the “anchors”) from data points in X, which can be
solved in polynomial time.
Separability assumption selects a few data points to
represent the other data points in the whole dataset. This
constraint is more than merely an artificial trick: it is favored
and justified by various practical applications. For example,
it implies a word associated with a unique topic in topic
modeling [14], an audio signal that only belongs to one
source in blind source separation [2], and a highly representative user in collaborative filtering [15], [16]. Moreover,
in big data challenges, it is more natural, interpretable and
efficient to represent high-dimensional data by a few actual
data points selected from a huge data pool rather than
artificial basis vectors. In fact, such “data expresses itself”
assumption has become a popular trend in the recent study
of other related matrix factorization, such as rank revealing
QR [17], CUR [18] and subspace clustering [19].
1 Here we assume that X includes sufficient data points and thus can
completely represent cone(XA ).

B. Related Works
A special case of separable NMF was firstly studied in
[20] and [21], in which all data points are assumed to
be normalized to have unit `1 norm and are included in
a convex hull. So the goal is to find out the k extreme
points, or the vertices of the convex hull from X. Since
a vertex cannot be expressed as a convex combination of
other data points, a linear programming (LP) pursuing the
combination weights can be conducted on each data point
to test if such expression exists [20]. If the LP is infeasible,
an extreme point is detected. However, this algorithm [20]
needs to solve n LP each optimizes n 1 variables and is
not scalable for large-scale problems. A single LP method
named “Hottopixx” [21] is proposed to solve the separable
NMF by decomposing X = CX in an elegantly designed
feasibility polyhedral of C, in which an element implies a
feasible F in (5). Hottopixx solves an LP of n2 variables.
Thus, a stochastic gradient method with only asymptotic
convergence is specially developed for applying it to largescale problems. It is also robust to small data noise, but the
noise level needs to be estimated in advance. This problem
considering noise is called near-separable NMF, which is
defined as finding XA from X = F XA + N , where N
is noise. A more robust and flexible LP method adopting
a new LP model modified from Hottopixx is proposed in
[22]. Compared to Hottopixx, it automatically detects rank
k, and does not demand normalization to data points so it
can address general near-separable NMF within a conical
hull. Since most LP methods aim at optimizing C rather
than finding XA , post-processing that extracts XA from C
is usually indispensable.
Different from LP, another class of near-separable NMF
algorithms is based on the methodology of greedy pursuit.
The key idea is to select a data point on the direction of
which the current residual can be decreased at a fast speed,
and add the selected data point into XA as a new anchor.
The weight matrix F and the residual matrix X F XA
are updated after each update of XA . The above procedure
is iterated until reaching an error tolerance or a sufficiently
large A. Different algorithms adopt a distinct residual in
their selection criterion and update of residual. For example,
successful projection algorithm (SPA) [23] adopts a modified
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization with column/row pivoting.
XRAY [24] selects a new anchor according to the residual
of a randomly selected exterior data point, the maximum
residual among all exterior points, or their averaged residual,
and updates the residual matrix by solving a nonnegative
least square regression. These greedy pursuit algorithms
normally have smaller computational complexity than their
LP rivals, but their iterative selection procedures can only
be computed in single thread due to the nature of greedy
method. Thus, a heavy computational burden may still arise
in high dimensions for them. Although they can be applied

to noisy data, it is always more difficult to achieve a rigid
robustness on them than on LP methods.
C. Motivation and Main Contributions
In this paper, we investigate how to precisely locate the
anchor set XA of near-separable NMF in two difficult cases
commonly arising in big data challenges but rarely studied in
previous separable NMF literature. In particular, we develop
a highly scalable algorithm framework addressing highdimensional or incomplete data matrix with missing values,
which can be recovered by matrix completion [25], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30]). The former case usually makes the
computations of previous methods impractical, while the
latter case cannot be handled by any existing algorithm.
Our framework, entitled divide-and-conquer anchoring
(DCA), exploits the geometric information of convex hull or
conical hull preserved in their projections to low dimensions,
and locates their anchors (i.e., vertices of convex hull or
extreme rays of conical hull) from simple statistics to
the detected anchors in several times of low-dimensional
projections of data samples. In its divide step, DCA solves
a number of sub-problems in parallel. Each sub-problem
aims at finding the anchors of a low-dimensional conical
hull covering the random projections of the original data
points. The sub-problem can be solved by arbitrary nearseparable NMF, while the minimum number of sub-problems
producing an accurate estimation of XA is determined only
by k. In its conquer step, DCA conducts a fast hypothesis
testing that selects anchors based on simple statistics to
the collected low-dimensional anchors. We demonstrate that
DCA performs much more efficiently than other methods in
high dimensions because, 1) the product of sub-problem’s
complexity and number in DCA could be much smaller than
the complexity of the original problem in high dimensions,
especially when k ⌧ m; and, 2) the multiple sub-problems
in DCA are solved independently so parallel or distributed
computing such as MapReduce [31] can be directly leveraged to gain further acceleration.
Another primary advantage of DCA is its capability to
handle incomplete data matrix with massive missing values.
Since solving the sub-problems in the divide step only
requires partial low-dimensional geometry information of
the original data points, and the hypothesis testing in the
conquer step treats anchors in each low dimensional space
as a random trial in statistics, very few entries of the original
data matrix are sufficient to provide an effective “subsampling ” leading to a reliable NMF solution. Different
to DCA for fully observable data, in the divide step, each
low-dimensional anchor is scored by the number of available
data projections in the associated space. In the conquer step,
the k anchors are selected according to the proportion rather
than the times of each point being selected as anchors in low
dimensions, because the numbers of available projections for
different data points might differ from each other due to their

missing features on different dimensions. DCA still enjoys
promising robustness to noise even in the incomplete case.
DCA gives each sub-problem the freedom to invoke any
near-separable NMF in arbitrary lower dimensions. This
property makes DCA an unified framework rather than a
sole algorithm. However, we also discover that a much
simpler and efficient algorithm can replace the previous
sophisticated separable NMF in ultra-low dimensions and
achieve a comparable performance. In particular, we build
two rapid anchoring algorithms; one finds the vertices of a
convex hull in 1D space, and the other finds the extreme rays
of a conical hull in 2D space. We show that when the noise
is not too big, DCA invoking these two simple algorithms
is adequately powerful to identify all the high dimensional
anchors precisely even in missing value situations.
II. D IVIDE - AND -C ONQUER A NCHORING (DCA)
DCA is a divide-and-conquer framework [32] for nearseparable NMF and with two steps: the divide step equals
applying near-separable NMF to data random projections
in multiple subspaces, whilst the conquer step is a fast
hypothesis testing based on statistics of the low-dimensional
anchors achieved in the divide step.
Δ(XA)
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Figure 1.
Sub-problem in the divide step of DCA: finding the lowdimensional anchors YĀ on hyperplane P when all data points X are
contained in a convex hull of k anchors (vertices) XA .

A. Divide Step: Anchoring on Low-dimensional Projections
In each sub-problem, DCA projects all the data points
(i.e., the row vectors) in X to a randomly generated ddimensional hyperplane P = P(B). This random P denotes
a subspace B = [ 1 ; 2 ; · · · ; d ] 2 Rd⇥m spanned by d
random vectors { i }di=1 uniformly sampled from the unit
hypersphere Sm 1 in Rm . The projections of data matrix X
onto P is
Y = XB T , Y 2 Rn⇥d .
(6)
Note in separable NMF, all data points in X are contained
in the conical hull cone(XA ) of an unknown subset XA
whose elements (rows) are selected from the rows of X.
The divide step of DCA is based on a key fact: although the

nonnegativity of X has not been retained in Y , the geometry
of conical hull cone(XA ) is partially preserved in Y . This
fact enables us to bridge the high dimensional anchors and
the anchors in P. Specifically, if xi denotes the ith row of
X and yi denotes the ith row of Y , [n] = {1, 2, · · · , n}, we
have the following theorem.
Theorem 1: (Geometry preserved in low dimensions)
If 8i 2 [n], xi 2 cone(XA ), then for any hyperplane P of
arbitrary dimensions d, 8i 2 [n], yi 2 cone(YĀ ), and Ā ✓ A
always holds in this case.

X ={ }
XA = { }

Y ={ }
YA = { }
O

Figure 2.
Sub-problem in the divide step of DCA: finding the lowdimensional anchors YĀ on hyperplane P when all data points X are
contained in a conical hull of k anchors (extreme rays) XA .

The above theorem indicates that the n random projections Y of n data points X are contained in a conical hull
of several anchors in Rd too. In addition, these anchors are
rows of Y , and must be the random projections of anchors
in X. In the noiseless case, this fact immediately implies a
criterion to pick out anchors, i.e., a data point whose random
projection is an anchor in certain low-dimensional space
should also be an anchor in the original space. Here, the
low-dimensional anchors in Y can be extracted by arbitrary
separable NMF with computations far less than applying the
same NMF algorithm to X. Illustrations of the projection
geometry when X is included in a convex hull and a conical
hull are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively.
However, the anchors of Y in merely one hyperplane
cannot always reveal all the anchors in X. Because the
projections of some anchors in X are possible to be interior
points within the conical hull in low dimensions. It happens
when the angle between the anchor and the hyperplane
belongs to a specific region. This problem can be solved by
repeating the low-dimensional anchor searching on multiple
different hyperplanes, then any anchor in X could have
chance to be projected as a low-dimensional anchor. This
equals to solving multiple independent sub-problems. If the
output of separable NMF in each sub-problem is the lowdimensional anchors’s indexes Ā := SNMF(Y ), we use
superscript to index different sub-problem, and assume there

are s sub-problems, the divide step of DCA is
Āi := SNMF X(B i )T , i = 1, 2, · · · , s.

(7)

In DCA, solving a sufficient number (a later analysis will
show the number is O(k log k)) of sub-problems in parallel
is able to guarantee that the collected low-dimensional
anchors includes the projections of all the anchors with
a high probability. In addition, the non-anchors cannot be
selected in the sub-problems for noiseless cases, and can be
selected but with much smaller probability than the actual
anchors for noisy cases. These facts enable us to distinguish
the anchors and non-anchors by combining the solutions of
sub-problems in the conquer step of DCA.
B. Conquer Step: Hypothesis Testing
The conquer step of DCA is composed of a hypothesis
testing that accepts or rejects each data point associated
with a detected low-dimensional anchor (from the s subproblems) as an anchor. Since the anchors are usually
detected in sub-problems with higher probability than nonanchors, the hypothesis testing can then be reduced to
picking out the k data points whose random projections are
most frequently selected as anchors in all the sub-problems.
Let I(i 2 Āj ) : i ! {0, 1} be the indicator function for the
event that data index i is within Āj of the j th sub-problem.
For fully observable X, DCA estimates the k elements in
A
indexes associated with the top k largest
Psas the k data
j
j=1 I(i 2 Ā ), i.e.,
A := arg

max

H✓[n],|H|=k

s
XX

i2H j=1

I(i 2 Āj ),

(8)

where |H| denotes the number of elements in set H. In the
noiseless case, the non-anchors cannot to be selected in subproblems, so the above conquer step (8) is reduced to finding
all the elements appearing at least once in the solutions of
sub-problems, i.e.,
s
[
A :=
Āi .
(9)
i=1

In some applications, the rank k is unknown and needs
to be determined automatically. When the noise is not
overwhelming, a large gap can be observed
Ps between anj
chor and non-anchor on their statistics
j=1 I(i 2 Ā ).
Hence, a toleranceP⌧ can be pre-defined to detect such
s
j
gap in the sorted
j=1 I(i 2 Ā ) of all data points and
automatically
identify
k.
Let
p
be
the new index set after
Ps
sorting j=1 I(i 2 Āj ) of all i 2 [n] in descending order
(i.e.,
the ith data point has the lth largest
Ps pl = i means
j
j=1 I(i 2 Ā ) among the n data points), A can be
estimated without knowing k by
A := p[l? ] , l? = min {l : g(pl )
s
P
g(pl ) =
I(pl 2 Āj ).
j=1

g(pl+1 )

⌧ s} ,

(10)

C. DCA for Incomplete Data Matrix
An appealing property of DCA that makes it different to
other methods is its capability to handle incomplete matrix
with massive missing values. This is possible for DCA
because it merely requires to know partial geometry of
the low-dimensional projections of data points rather than
complete data points in high dimensions.
In this case, for each sub-problem, the random vectors
{ i }di=1 spanning the subspace B of a hyperplane P(B)
should be sparse and share the same support set ⌦B .
Moreover, the random projection of a data point xi on the
hyperplane P(B) is legal for use only when the dimensions
of xi on ⌦B are not missing, i.e., when supp(xi ) ✓ ⌦B .
In addition, ⌦B must ensure a sufficiently large set {i :
supp(xi ) ✓ ⌦B } in X whose data dimensions on ⌦B
are not missing. Because this can guarantee a sufficiently
large probability to involve anchors in the set. When the
missing values in X are distributed at random, ⌦B can be
selected as a small set composed of one or two randomly
chosen dimensions. In contrast, when the observable set
supp(xi ) share some structural patterns across n data points,
it is preferred to extract the dimensions that are frequently
observed together in most data points to form an ⌦B .
Therefore, in the divide step of DCA for incomplete data,
each sub-problem applies near-separable NMF to the lowdimensional random projections of a subset of data points,
such that
Āi := SNMF X Bi ,⌦Bi (B i )T ,
B i = {i : supp(xi ) ✓ ⌦B i }, i = 1, 2, · · · , s,

(11)

where X Bi ,⌦Bi denotes the sub-matrix of X built from
rows indexed by B i and columns indexed by ⌦B i .
The matrix incompleteness also causes a difference in the
conquer step. On the one hand, since the subsets of data
points involved in the s sub-problems are of different sizes
| B i |, and a larger subset indicates a higher confidence
of finding real anchors rather than an interior point due
to the absence of real anchors in the subset, we score the
indicator function I(i 2 Āj ) in (8) by | B j |/n. On the other
hand, different data points are involved in a different number
of sub-problems, so it is more robust to compare their
proportions of being selected as anchors across the involved
sub-problems, rather than their times of being selected as
anchors. Therefore, the conquer step for incomplete data is
P
A := arg
max
f (i),
f (i) =

H✓[n],|H|=k i2H
s
P
| Bj |
1
Ps
I(i2
)
n I(i
j
j=1
B
j=1

j

2 Ā ).

(12)

Note the P
times of data point xi being involved in subs
problems j=1 I(i 2 B j ) and its times of being selected
Ps
j
j=1 I(i 2 Ā ) cannot be confused in the above procedure.
Analogically, when the rank k is unknown and needs
to be determined automatically for the incomplete data, a

tolerance ⌧ is applied to detect the gap between anchors
and non-anchors on their statistics such that
A := p[l? ] , l? = min {l : f (pl )

f (pl+1 )

⌧ s} .

(13)

Algorithm 1 Divide-and-Conquer Anchoring (DCA)
Input: X, rank k or tolerance ⌧ , d, K, parameters for
separable NMF SNMF;
Output: Index set A of anchors in X;
Divide Step (in parallel):
for i = 1 ! s do
1) Complete data:
Uniformly sample d random vectors { i }dj=1 on the
unit hypersphere Sm 1 , let B i = [ 1 ; 2 ; · · · ; d ];
Apply SNMF to X(B i )T and let
Āi := SNMF X(B i )T ;
2) Incomplete data:
Select a subset ⌦B i of m dimensions, uniformly sample
d random vectors { i }dj=1 on the unit hypersphere
S|⌦Bi | 1 , let B i = [ 1 ; 2 ; · · · ; d ];
Apply SNMF to X Bi ,⌦Bi (B i )T and let
Āi := SNMF X Bi ,⌦Bi (B i )T ,
B i = {i : supp(xi ) ✓ ⌦B i };

end for
Conquer Step:
1) Noiseless and complete data:
A :=

s
[

Āi ;

i=1

2) Noisy and complete data:
A := arg

max

H✓[m],|H|=k

X

g(i), g(i) =

j=1

i2H

or automatically determine k by
A := p[l? ] , l? = min {l : g(pl )

I(i 2 Āj );

g(pl+1 )

3) Noisy and incomplete data:
P
A := arg
max
f (i),
f (i) =

s
X

H✓[n],|H|=k i2H
s
P
| Bj |
1
Ps
n I(i
j=1 I(i2 B j )
j=1

⌧ s} ;

2 Āj );

or automatically determine k by

A := p[l? ] , l? = min {l : f (pl )

f (pl+1 )

⌧ s} ;

In our empirical study, we discover that the number of
observable entries in X required by DCA to accurately
estimate anchors XA could be much less than the number
of observations required by matrix completion to recover

the the matrix. This interesting phenomenon has a heuristic
explanation that picking out the indexes of k anchors from
[n] should be easier than recovering the exact values of all
missing entries. But a more important application of DCA
implied by this fact is that we can apply DCA to the highly
incomplete rating matrix in recommendation system [33],
and find out the representative users. The ratings of other
users can then be predicted after collecting ratings only from
representative users.
In Algorithm 1, we give a detailed description of the
DCA framework, and show how to handle data matrix
in noiseless, noisy, complete and incomplete situations by
different strategies.
D. Analysis: the Number of Sub-problems
We now analyze in what situation the proposed DCA
framework is able to identify all the anchors XA successfully.
Lemma 1: Let B = { i }di=1 be d random directions
sampled uniformly from Sm 1 . Assume the index set for
the detected anchors on hyperplane defined by B to be Ā.
Denoted by
p⇤i = Pr[i 2 Ā],
(14)
i.e., p⇤i is the probability for the random projection yi of data
point xi being identified as an anchor in a sub-problem.
Since the detected low-dimensional anchors must be the
random projections of the actual anchors (Theorem 1), we
have
k
X

p⇤i = 1.

(15)

i=1

s
X
j=1

I(i 2 Āj )

(16)

by Theorem 1, clearly we have
g(i : i 2 A)

0,

X

g(i) =

s
X
i=1

i2A

|Āi | and g(i : i 2
/ A) = 0;

further, it holds with probability at least 1
that
min g(i) > 0.
i2A

This yields

Pr(mini2A g(i) > 0)

=1
1

Pr([
P i2A g(i) = 0)
Pr(g(i)
⇣ =⇤ 0)
⌘
Pi2A
spi
1
exp
i2A
3
⇣
⌘
s minj2A p⇤
j
1 k exp
.
3
(21)
Since minj2A p⇤j ↵/k, this completes the proof.
Therefore, as long as the number of sub-problems s >>
3
k
↵ log k, we have mini2A g(i) > 0, which indicates that all
the k vertices can be successfully identified by DCA.
III. R APID A NCHORING IN 1D OR 2D S PACE
In this section, we consider two extreme cases of DCA,
i.e., the sub-problems seek anchors in a 1D or 2D space.
Instead of adopting the sophisticated near-separable NMF
proposed before, we build two simple and efficient noniterative algorithms that locate the 1D or 2D anchors after a
computation of O(n) flops. In the framework of DCA, they
enjoy a comparable performance as state-of-the-art, but are
much more efficient, especially in big data challenge.
A. Seeking Vertices of Convex Hull in 1D Space

Based on the above lemma, we can provide the following
theorem about the minimum number of sub-problems that
can guarantee an accurate anchor estimation.
Theorem 2: (Identifiability) Suppose mini2A p⇤i
↵/k > 0, i = 1, 2, ..., k. Given the statistics from the solutions of s sub-problems finding low-dimensional anchors,
g(i) =

Proof: For 8i 2 A, we introduce a random variable
⇠t = I(i 2 Āj ), then Pr(⇠t = 1) = p⇤i . By Chernoof bound,
we have
!
✓ 2 ⇤◆
s
X
spi
⇤
Pr
⇠t < (1
)spi  exp
, 8
0.
2
+
t=1
(19)
Ps
Since g(i) = t=1 ⇠t , and let = 1, we have
✓
◆
sp⇤i
Pr(g(i) = 0)  exp
.
(20)
3

(17)
k exp

↵s
3k

(18)

A number of previous works [20], [21] tackle the separable NMF in a special case where all the data points
are normalized to have unit `1 norm and are included in
a convex hull. The framework of DCA allows us to divide
the original anchoring problem in m-dimensional space to
O(k log k) sub-problems, each of which aims at finding the
anchors in a 1D space. According to Figure 1, the convex
hull in 1D space is a box on the real axis, and the associated
anchors are the two vertices of the box. Therefore, uniformly
sample s random vectors { i }si=1 on the hypersphere Sm 1 ,
each sub-problem is reduced to finding the maximum and
minimum of the n data projections on each of the s random
directions, i.e.,
⇢
i
Ā := arg max xj iT , arg min xj iT , i = 1, 2, · · · , s.
j

j

(22)
When i is randomly selected from the set of m unit vectors
(only one element is 1 and others are all 0), the above subproblem can be further simplified to finding the maximum
and minimum on a randomly selected dimension. Since

finding the maximum or minimum in n values are linear in
computation, DCA using the above procedure merely has a
time complexity of O(nk log k) for single thread computing.

anchors can still remain to be anchors after projected onto
a hyperplane of higher dimension, and their projections are
more easier to be distinguished from those of non-anchors
especially in the noisy case.

If we drop the normalization restriction of data points, and
generalize the convex hull to a conical hull, the separable
NMF problem turns back to the general one we studied in
former sections. A simple algorithm can still be built even
for this general situation. In particular, we divide the original
anchoring problem in m-dimensional space to O(k log k)
sub-problems, each of which aims at finding the anchors in
a 2D space. According to Figure 2, the conical hull in 2D
space is a region bounded by two rays with initial points
at the origin (0, 0), and the associated anchors are the 2D
random projections of two data points with the largest angle
between their rays. Therefore, in the divide step of DCA, we
uniformly sample s pairs of random vectors { i1 , i2 }si=1
on the hypersphere Sm 1 , each sub-problem is reduced to
finding the maximum and minimum angle between the 2D
random projections of the n data points and the horizontal
axis in a 2D plane, whose coordinates are { i1 , i2 }, i.e.,

IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS

B. Seeking Extreme Rays of Conical Hull in 2D Space

Āi := arg maxj arctan 2 xj
arg minj arctan 2 xj
i = 1, 2, · · · , s.

T
T
i1 , xj i2
T
T
i1 , xj i2

The function arctan 2(·, ·) is defined as
8
arctan(y/x),
>
>
>
>
< arctan(y/x) + ⇡,
arctan(y/x) ⇡,
arctan 2(y, x) =
>
>
⇡/2,
>
>
:
⇡/2,

,
,

(23)

x > 0;
y 0, x < 0;
y < 0, x < 0;
y > 0, x = 0;
y < 0, x = 0.
(24)
Note that the random vectors { i1 , i2 } can also be selected
from the set of unit vectors, so the number of all possible
pairs is m(m 1)/2. In this case, each sub-problem is
reduced to finding the two extreme rays in a 2D space
spanned by two randomly selected dimensions. Due to the
efficiency of this random selection of dimension pairs, the
overall time complexity of DCA adopting the above divide
step is also O(nk log k) for single thread computing.
Remark: the above two simple algorithms do not require
any iterative computations, and have much smaller time
complexity than former near-separable NMF (most have
time complexity ⌦(nm2 ) or O(mnr)), and are able to
achieve comparable accuracy when the data noise is not too
big. However, this does not mean former algorithms do not
have advantage in DCA. In contrast, they can significantly
improve DCA in serious noisy case due to their capability for
solving near-separable NMF in higher dimension |⌦B | > 2.
This can be explained by two major reasons 1) much more
random hyperplanes can be sampled to produce a more
precise and reliable anchor estimation, because |⌦B | > 2
implies |⌦mB | available hyperplanes; and, 2) more actual

In this section, we report the experimental results of
DCA on both synthetic and real datasets, and give thorough
comparisons between 3 state-of-the-art near-separable NMF
algorithms and DCA. All the experiments were run by MATLAB on a multi-core workstation, and only single thread
computing is applied for fair comparison. CPU second is
used to measure the efficiency of all algorithms, and two
other metrics are used to evaluate the anchor recovery
precision. In particular, for a trial with real anchor index
set A and its estimate Â, the anchor index recovery rate ⇢
is defined as
|A \ Â|
,
(25)
⇢=
|A|
and the

anchor recovery error ⌘ is defined as
1 X
kxi xj k2
⌘=
min
.
|A|
kxi k2
j2Â

(26)

i2A

Larger ⇢ and ⌘ implies more accurate recovery of anchors.
The precision of multiple trials are measured by their
average ⇢ and ⌘. Note these two metrics behave differently:
a large ⇢ implies exact localization of anchor indexes, while
a large ⌘ can cover a sub-optimal case when data points
close to the actual anchors are selected as anchors.
A. Empirical Study on Synthetic Data
Four groups of experiments are conducted on two kinds of
synthetic datasets: the first two groups address the problem
of finding anchors from full observable (complete) data
points in a conical hull and a convex hull, respectively; the
rest two groups address the problem of finding anchors from
data points with massive missing values and in a conical hull,
for varying ratio of observable entries and varying matrix
rank, respectively. Each experiment evaluates algorithms on
varying noise level, and on varying numbers of sub-problems
for DCA. Each evaluation metric reported in the experiment
results is the average of multiple trials under the same
setting.
The synthetic data matrix in the experiments is generated
in the form of X = F XA + N , where F = [Ik ; U V ],
and the entries of noise N are generated by i.i.d. Gaussian
N (0, 2 ) with noise level denoted by . In the convex
hull case, the entries of U and V are generated by i.i.d.
uniform distribution in [0, 1] at first and then their rows are
normalized to have unit `1 norm. In this case, the clear data
U V automatically have normalized rows. In the conical hull
case, the entries of basis vectors V are generated by i.i.d.
uniform distribution in range [0, 1], while each row of weight
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Figure 3. Finding the anchors of full observable data points (a complete 300 ⇥ 500 matrix of rank 10) in a conical hull of anchors on 30 noise levels
and 4 sub-problem amounts (only for DCA). Each point in the plots is obtained by averaging the results of 20 random trails on 20 different matrices.
DCA invoking 2D rapid anchoring in Section 3 is compared to SPA [23] and XRAY [24].
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Figure 4. Finding the anchors of full observable data points (a complete 50 ⇥ 100 matrix of rank 10 each row is normalized to have unit `1 norm) in a
convex hull of anchors on 25 noise levels and 4 sub-problem amounts (only for DCA). Each point in the plots is obtained by averaging 5 random trails
on 5 different matrices. DCA invoking 1D rapid anchoring in Section 3 is compared to LP based method Hottopixx [21].

matrix U are generated according to a Dirichlet distribution
whose k parameters are chosen uniformly in [0, 1].
The results of the first two groups of experiments are
given in Figure 3 and Figure 4 respectively, and the results
of the rest two groups are shown in Figure 5.
In the fully observable data case, DCA performs slightly
worse than SPA and XRAY on the same noise level, but
outperforms Hottopixx on both recovery rate and error. It
can be seen that DCA is able to precisely find out most
anchor indexes even when the noise level is close to 1.
Although SPA and XRAY can handle a bit more noise,
DCA is sufficiently robust for most practical applications.
In addition, the anchor recovery error of DCA is equal
to or smaller than that of SPA or XRAY. This indicates
that DCA can find a data point closer to the actual anchor
than the two methods, when the noise is too large to allow
any algorithm to find the real anchor. Furthermore, the
results show two vital advantages of DCA: 1) very few
sub-problems randomly selected from the huge complete
set (of size 124750 for Figure 3 and 100 for Figure 4)
are able to produce an accurate solution. This is consistent
with our theoretical analysis in Section 2D; and, 2) DCA
is much faster than other methods even when it is run by a
single thread. It can be expected that a parallel or distributed
DCA is able to provide a substantially efficient algorithm
that cannot be offered by any previous method for big data
challenges.
In the incomplete data case, DCA exhibits remarkable
capability and successfully locates most anchors even when
90% entries in the matrix are missing and the rest observed

ones are corrupted by relatively large noise. Note there
are merely 125 sub-problems involved in the divide step
of DCA. This indicates that DCA does not use all the
information encoded in the observed entries, and can still
achieve promising performance. Compared to similar plots
reported in matrix completion (MC) literatures [30][25], we
further find out that the sampling ratio required by DCA to
recover anchors are much less than that required by MC to
recover the matrix. But their goals in massive applications
are identical, i.e., to represent a huge number of data points
by a few basis. This means DCA can replace MC in various
situations (analogous to the relation between PCA and CUR
[18]). Another interesting phenomenon of DCA shown in
Figure 5 is that its performance improves with the increase
of rank, which is opposite to what we usually observed in
MC. This is interpretable, because to select a fewer anchors
from a great number of data points and ensure that they can
express the whole dataset is much difficult than to pick out
more redundant data points, which can easily lead to a small
reconstruction error. Hence more information from data is
required in the former case.
B. Collaborative Filtering by Finding Representative Users
We show an interesting application of DCA in recommendation systems, which were mentioned in Section 2C and
cannot be handled by other separable NMF. In particular,
we assume that there exist some representative users whose
ratings’ conical combination is able to express all the other
users’ ratings. This assumption generates an extremely efficient method to predict unknown ratings in the user-item
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Figure 5. Finding the anchors of data points with massive missing values (an incomplete 50 ⇥ 100 matrix each entry is observed with probability
sampling ratio) in a conical hull of anchors via solving 125 sub-problems by DCA on 4 noise levels. The left two plots show the results when sampling
ratio varies between [0.01, 0.31] and the rank k is fixed to 10, while the two plots on the right show the results when rank k varies between [5, 50] and
the sampling ratio is fixed to 0.15. Each point in the plots is obtained by averaging 20 random trails on 20 different matrices. The divide step of DCA
uses 2D rapid anchoring in Section 3.

rating matrix, that is, we can detect the representative users
at first and only collect ratings from them. Then we can
predict the other users’ missing ratings by the ratings of
these users. This problem can be rapidly solved by DCA
for incomplete data, in which the rating matrix is X and the
ratings of representative users are the anchors XA .
We apply this method to MovieLens 2 dataset, which
includes 100k, 1M and 10M ratings to movies in its three
subsets, and compare its reconstruction error and speed
with state-of-the-art matrix completion algorithm GreB [30].
Since the ratings of the detected representative users cannot
be known from the real dataset, we assign the results of
matrix completion to them. The results in Table I show that
DCA outperforms GreB on both prediction accuracy and
computational efficiency.
Table I
N ORMALIZED MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (NMAE), ROOT MEAN SQUARE
ERROR (RMSE) AND CPU SECONDS OF DCA AND MATRIX
COMPLETION ON M OVIE L ENS . n/m/k OF 3 DATASETS :
100 K (943/1682/10), 1M(6040/3952/10), 10M(69878/10677/10).
R ESULT FORMAT: NMAE/RMSE/CPU SECONDS .

100k
1M
10M

GreB
0.15/0.94/0.57
0.12/0.86/3.54
0.11/1.04/20.67

DCA
0.11/0.87/0.12
0.09/0.80/1.36
0.08/0.95/5.98

C. Reconstruction of Images, Texts and Handwritten Digits
A primary goal of separable NMF is to express the whole
dataset by the extracted anchors. We apply SPCA, XRAY
and DCA (conical hull case) to three real datasets, i.e.,
Grolier encyclopedia article dataset (15276 words’ counts in
30991 articles) 3 , and MIT scene dataset with gist features
(2688 images with 512 features) 4 , and MNIST dataset of
handwritten digits (70000 28 ⇥ 28 images for digits from
0 to 9) 5 . We do not evaluate LP based methods here due
to its large time costs on these large-scale datasets. In each
2 http://www.grouplens.org/node/73
3 http://www.cs.nyu.edu/

roweis/data.html
4 http://people.csail.mit.edu/torralba/code/spatialenvelope/
5 http://yann.lecun.com/exdb/mnist/

experiment, after obtaining the anchors XA , a nonnegative
least square regression is used to calculate the weight matrix
F 0 from XA and X. We show the average normalized `2
reconstruction error kxi
x̂i k2 /kxi k2 and CPU seconds
of different methods in Table II. DCA achieves the best
performance on both accuracy and efficiency in most trials.
Table II
R ECONSTRUCTION ERROR AND CPU SECONDS OF SPA, XRAY AND
DCA ON THREE DATASETS . T HE RANK k FOR RECONSTRUCTING THEM
IS 30, 50, 50. R ESULT FORMAT: `2 ERROR /CPU SECONDS .

MIT scene
MNIST
Grolier

SPA
0.3351/0.085
569.21/1.891
0.5041/3.777

XRAY
0.3133/104.19
0.6128/233.69
0.3589/17.89

DCA
0.2766/0.038
0.5792/0.928
0.2907/1.303

V. C ONCLUSIONS
A divide-and-conquer anchoring framework is proposed in
this paper to address near-separable NMF problem by solving several independent sub-problems in low-dimensional
spaces, in which highly efficient anchoring algorithm can be
developed. Moreover, it is possible to extend DCA to address
other matrix factorization in which the data points within the
convex or pointed conical hull are not necessary to be nonnegative (a further theoretical analysis is needed). Compared
with previous NMF method and Bayesian probabilistic MF,
DCA is more expressive and has faster implementation.
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